
believe that most of tue world's international financial problems
can be fitted into this simple pattern . Let me turn back, for
exalple, to the so-called dollar problem . At the core of the
natter is the fact that the amount of money the rest of th e
world has wanted to spend on United States goods and services
has been far in excess of the amount of money the rest of the
world has been able to earn by selling goods and services to the
i7nited States . This gives rise to no special difficulty as long
as the excess demand for United States goods and services can be
financed by•receipts of private United States capital which has
been attracted by promising investment opportunities, or by loans
from such an organization as the International Bank for Recons-
truction and Uevelopment .

It is the excess demand not financed in these ways that
cives rise to, and is a raeasure of, the "dollar" problers . This
is the gap that measures the unbalance bettireen the United States
and the rest of the world .

Immediately after the ►dar, countries whose dollar ex-
penditures exceeded their dollar earnings financed this cap by
using up their gold and dollar reserves, or by seeY.ing assistancefrom UNRRA ; in 19~6 and 1947 the gap was bridged by loans extended
by the United States Government ; and sincè 1948 it has been nainly
covered by the I.'.arshall Plan . The part of the gap financed in
1948 by this special assistance and out of official reserves of
gold and dollars amounted to about ~6 billion . The renainder
of the gar is being plugged b3r import and foreign exchange res-
trictions inposed by governnents to limit the demand for goods
and services for which dollars must be paid . It is not possible
to say how large is the hole plugged in this way, but the import
and other exchange restrictions enforced by rsost overseas coun-
tries are very severe and this strongly suggests that the hole
is very large indeed .

If we look at the countries of the world as so many
individuals in a self-contained cor3ciunity ~Je see the United States
in the position of one who spends on his maintenance far lessthan he earns ; one who is living far below his income . The other
nembers of the comaunity taken as agroup are in the opposite
position - they are living zibove their collective incone . They
have in consequence the sort of payment problem that always con-
fronts people who live above their incones

. In these circumstances
some borrowing and lending among individuals is clearly in order,
but it is eciually clear that the basic adjustment required is
that the individuals in this group should earn more . This they
can do only if they earn more fron the individual vrho is spending
less than he earns . And so they must tempt Uncle Sam with offers
of goods and services of a sort and a t
on his part must cooperate by overconing his that he likes . He,
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buyin~; goods and services from others . pre judice against

act human and be ready to yield to ter~ptationher ~~ords, he must

I have suggested that the dollar problera mirrors the
fact that the world F,pt,rt from the United States is livingbeYond its income . This is, I thin};, true for the rest of the
world taken together but it is not necessarily true, nor is it
in fact tr ue, for each country individually . The fact tha t
an3' single country suffers from a shortage of dollars is not in
itself evidence that the standard of living in that country is
higher than its earnings warrant

. Perhaps the best example one
could find of a country which has a dollar problen that is not
due to living beyond its international earnings is our ow

nso~thi' Canada . But bez'ore I turn to Canada I v,ant to say
problem i nis u goo another
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